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Welcome to the Digital Detox Session. While everyone is 
joining, please write down on a bit of paper your answers to 

the following…

Why are you concerned about your digital usage? 

What do you want to achieve from less time on the screen?

Does digital technology make your life easier or harder? 

If you are comfortable, please share your answers in the chat BUT only if you want to.  This 
exercise is for your personal reflection 



Introductions and my views. 

▪ My name is Rebecca Liljendahl and like many of 
you, I hate how much time I spend on my phone. 

▪ I am addicted to… my iPhone, my inbox and I feel 
anxious when I don’t check my texts and 
WhatsApp messages. 

• I want more sleep, more time with my children 
where I don’t feel distracted and more actual time 
with my husband. 

• For me, digital tech makes shopping, navigating 
(Google Maps is the best thing ever) and staying in 
contact with a lot of people much better. It makes 
life fast, noisy and confusing. 



Webinar Overview
Objectives of the Webinar

➢ Learn how to control the role that technology is allowed 
to play in your life

➢ Learn why it is easy to lose control of our technology 
usage and why this is not a character flaw or a weakness

➢ Understand what internal triggers and external triggers 
are and how they influence our digital usage. 

➢ Explore 8 steps which will help you get control of your 
digital usage to do the things that matter to you. 

You will leave with a set of steps and actions to gain new 
control over your actions, in a Digital World. 
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• Less connected in our personal relationships

• Can’t separate work and home

• Lack of concentration (always on) – difficult to be present

• Sleep

• Reduced time outside

• ‘Directed’ education

• Political movements built on false information

• Self comparison and curated ‘perfect’ lives

• Bullying / trolling that enters your home 

• Anxiety

• Reduction in solitude

Drawbacks of Digital Technology



The Good stuff…
• Convenience – save money or time
• Open up niche markets – bring joy
• Entertainment - Music, TV, Film, Gaming
• Relaxation – Headspace, Calm etc. 

• Social Connections – friends and family around the world

• Social Movements – political change (for good)
#BlackLivesMatter #metoo

• Education – drive change and understanding

• David Attenborough switch to Netflix



Are you: 

Addicted to digital 

distractions? 

Or are you: 

Overworked and 

just trying to 

make traction? 

Or is it both? 



Everybody wants your …



How many hours a 
week do you fall 
down a digital black 
hole?

Who or what sucks 
away your precious 
time and how do 
you stop it? 



We are hardwired to:

• Look for threats and dangers: checking our emails, news and social media feed. 

• Be part of a tribe: checking social media and emails to see who likes us, who we should like and who we should 

form good connections with. 

• The need for more, more, more Dopamine! Social recognition such as a like, a comment, a nice email. Shopping 

and reducing your inbox. 

So… lets turn it off! You have a 
choice – right?  
Have we lost our ability to choose? 

“There are only two 
industries that call 
their customers 
‘users’: illegal drugs 
and software”
Netflix Social 
Dilemma 

• The Digital Tech Industry is built on the premise that more is better. 

The more time you spend on your devices, the bigger their success



So the answer?

…Run for the hills? 

…Don’t have a 

phone? 

…Delete all apps? 

…Turn your phone 

monochrome? 



So what’s the plan… Put yourself back in control!

Have a 
plan or you 
will be 
part of 
somebody 
else’s!

➢Decide what you want.

➢Have a plan to hacking 
back triggers and tools.

➢Keep evaluating and 
create support



Remember this …

Why are you concerned about your digital usage? 

What do you want to achieve from less time on the screen?

“He who has a why to live for 
can bear almost any how”.  

Friedrich Nietzsche



• Decide what you want from this time?

• First, get crystal clear on WHAT it is you want i.e. better 
sleep, more time, less stress, less anxiety, less depression. 
A more organised home life, progression at work, more 
exercise, more family time.

• Get specific and make it measurable.  For example … I 
want to have an hour of down time before bed every 
evening! 

• Now make it realistic! To make real lasting change we must 
start with a small baby step which is achievable.  This 
makes the process attainable. 

STEP 1: Write down what you want              
and why!

Add extra rocket fuel with an anchor statement: 

“I choose to be present, not always connected”

“I choose to use technology only to save me time, not 

eat my time” 

“I choose control not demand”

“I am calm not over-run”

“I choose to be free from the input of other minds”



• Being aware of what is eating your time and spoiling 

your productivity is undoubtedly really helpful

• Using a simple pen and paper, mark down every 

time you are tempted to pick up your phone and 

why? 

• Add up your total digital usage not just on your 

phone but include your laptop, Netflix, gaming etc.

STEP 2: Monitor and track your usage

• Track your phone usage using an app. Sometimes you can only fight fire with fire or algorithms with 

more algorithms! https://blogs.systweak.com/best-apps-to-track-limit-social-media-usage/

• Understand what is also just ‘digital noise’: extra emails, clicking into adverts, cc emails, pop ups that 

distract your attention

“Until you make the 
unconscious conscious, it will 
direct your life and you will 

call it fate” 

Carl Jung (Psychologist)

https://blogs.systweak.com/best-apps-to-track-limit-social-media-usage/
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Internal triggers Vs External triggers. 

Internal triggers prompt you to 
action from cues within you.

- Constant checking mail/ 
messages/ social media. 

- Googling something that you 
didn’t need to. 

- Replying to emails when you 
should be writing a report.

- Writing long emails when you 
should be arranging a 
meeting or call. 

Avoidance, boredom, stress, 
fear, anxiety. 

External triggers prompt you to 
action from cues within your 
environment.

- Phone ringing / message 
notification alerts. 

- Bulging inbox.
- Meeting after meeting. 
- Fitbit notification



STEP 3: Recognise your internal triggers 

Step 1  - Focusing on the internal trigger that precedes the 
unwanted behavior: boredom, anxiety, delay, failure, fear, 
annoyance, tiredness - physically tired, mentally tired. 

Step 2 - Write down the trigger.  

Step 3 - Surf the urge – the 2 min rule. When an urge takes 
hold, notice them and ride them like a wave for 10 mins or 
2 mins.  Neither pushing them away, nor acting on them 
helps us cope until the feeling subsides. 

Replace these urges with stretching, breathing exercises or 
movement.

From Indistractable NirEyal - Using Bricker’s work on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy in smoking cessation programmes, we can learn better ways to cope with an urge. 

Use this to tackle unhealthy or 
obsessive: 
✓ checking of messages or emails
✓ checking of the news or social 

media sites 
✓ mindless scrolling



• Remove it if you are in a meeting or trying to get some 

focused work done. Take your phone off your desk. Put it 

in a draw or in another room

• Remove it from the bedroom! Replace it with an alarm 

clock and a torch

• Control your music via an old device. 

• Only have one screen on at anytime! 

“The sting of missing out dulls, rapidly. 
….A meaningful glow of what claims your 

time and attention is something that 
persists.” 

Carl Newport - Digital Minimalism

STEP 4: Control your environment



• Remove all technology from your phone which isn’t essential

• Only keep essential technology, for example, you have to 

monitor your child's homework or pick up work emails but 

where possible remove this to a desktop.

• Set up an out of office to put on when you are in meetings. 

Set different voicemails and use them.

• Remove ALL pop- ups.

• Remove work emails from your phone, unless you are traveling. Re-instate them when you travel. 

• Clear away desktop clutter.  Looking for files or going via messy shortcuts takes a large psychological toll.

We need to increase the friction.  Technology is so addictive and distracting from what we really want because it is 
obvious, attractive, easy and satisfying. So, we have to make it harder to access and much less obvious.  
James clear Atomic Habits. 

STEP 5: Mass declutter – clean it up



“Emails are the curse of the modern day worker” 

100 emails per day x 2 minutes per email = 3 Hours and 24 mins per day. 

➢ Emails are habit forming gold! They have everything, they are unpredictable, you can check for threats or get 

rewards.  You can get great news or terrible news. So, they are exciting and unpredictable and you feel the 

pressure to extend the greetings, norms and well wishes you receive. 

➢ We have to use them!

• Send less messages. 

• Slow down the response – Give emails time to breathe.

• Timebox – check twice or three times a day. 

• Open up office hours. 

• Tag your emails, only touch each one twice. 

• Stop the CC madness

• Summarise your week as you go. 

STEP 6: Hack Back Emails!
To receive fewer emails, we must 

send fewer messages!



• When in a meeting remove your phone from your room or leave it in a 

desk draw, then you won’t even have to exert willpower to not check it. 

Be fully present and ask this of others. 

• Stand for your meeting. Get everyone to do the same. 

• Manage your diary – Don’t book back-to-back Zoom/Teams meetings.  We know that we lose the ability to 

concentrate and need more off-screen time. Be ruthless so you can be on your A game. 

• Make a phone call or leave a voicemail rather than sending an email or setting up another Zoom/Teams 

call.

• Book 40 min meetings.  This creates natural breaks or finish your meeting early, giving people time to 

action. 

• Ensure a meeting is only called with an agenda and or briefing document. 

STEP 7: Reclaim Digital Meetings



• Review your morning and bedtime rituals

• Review what role technology plays in your morning routine 

when you wake up and just before you go to sleep

• Create a new ritual. Make the changes small and simple at first 

• A ritual that is purposeful and does not evolve around Digital 

tech will: 

- Put your values into practice

- Provide a sense of structure so you feel in control

- Renew your energy (your recovery from the digital world)

- Help change your state (focus for work, calm for sleep)

- Facilitate meaningful change

A Ritual can be defined as a nourishing 
routine. A set of meaningful acts which you 
perform regularly

STEP 8: Create a ritual



• Following this process, you will be left with a set of digital tools that add 

the most value to your life so that technology actively improves your life 

rather than dictating how you live

• How we live changes over time. Keep evaluating your vales, your why. 

Are you getting what you want out of life? Does technology serve you? Or are you serving it? 

• You will need to periodically return to your rules, your clean up, your usage and adjust your decisions. Just as 

we do with diet, exercise or even drinking. A digital detox just like ‘dry January’ would go along way. 

• Lead a social revolution as we are all aware we are more likely to do something if it is visible for others. Get 

others talking about their digital usage.  Tackle the problem together and get leaders who are good at their 

own usage to talk about how they do it. It’s a problem. We need to talk about it. 

STEP 7: Evaluate and keep evaluating 



How to Digitally Detox? (In a world which has gone digital!) 

There is no end game…

Evaluate Create supportive group
Join a group with the same 

values

Have a plan and get control…

Internal cues External cues
Chats and 

Socials
Meetings Emails

Decide what you want to gain...

What do you want to gain? What are your 
values? 

Observe what eats your time, gain a deep 
understanding.



• This is a framework for achieving better control over 
your digital usage.

Summary: 

• Plan out what you would like to achieve in your non 
digital world, this is a key part of the process and is 
often overlooked

• The digital world is here to stay but you have the 
ability to be in control of that usage without causing 
yourself any harm



When man discovered 
fire, did he just use it 
to warm himself, cook 
and make more tools?

No way! 

Of course, he played 
with it for hours! 

Final thought … controlling our tools



…He still is! 

Final thought … controlling our tools.

Thank You

Follow up, if you have any 
questions do not hesitate 
contact me. 

We would also be delighted to 
receive any feedback, both 
positive or negative. 

Feedback is very important to 
us, it allows us to make changes 
for future clients and continue 
to develop our wellbeing 
services.

EMAIL ME! (Apologies for the irony!) Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com



Reading List

▪ Indistractable, How to Control Your Attention and Choose Your 
Life. Nir Eyal

▪ The Power of Habit, why we do what we do and how to change. 
Charles Duhigg, 2013

• Atomic Habits. James Clear, 2018

• Body Thrive. Cate Stillman


